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20/2/2008 Cyprus 

Well the journey started good. Hardly any queue at check in, despite expectations. Boarded on time, but 
then sat waiting for air traffic control as they only had one runway operational. After 40 minutes delay 
trundled off down the runway only to turn back with a technical problem – computer problem does not 
sound good. After an hour engineer said it was ok – turned it on and turned it off and no blue screen of 
death. 45 minutes wait to top up fuel, then another 30 minutes air traffic control wait. No bloody forward 
planning here. 

Anyway finally got off and arrived 2 hours late. Had my legs amputated so that I could get in my seat. Eat 
my sandwiches with my elbows in my mouth as there was no room and tore 
my book in half so that I could read it. Thank god I didn’t have a newspaper – 
no chance of opening that. Like being on a Wallace Arnold holiday full of coffin 
dodgers – worrying that we were on it; better get used to it. 

Landed ok. 1st through immigration – he was asleep and couldn’t give a dam. 
Collect luggage from carousel 2. 1st initiative test which is carousel 2 – no 
numbers – but then again it is a Mediterranean country. Dash to car hire. We 

only choose the one with biggest queue. Finally get served – no rush here. Upgrade to a 4 wheel drive 
jeep for an extra £20, yes that’s right only £20 for two weeks – what’s the catch.  

Nightmare journey in manual 4 wheel drive, in the dark, with page upon page of instructions and Mum 
navigating – not yet divorced. Finally get there and walk into this very nice fridge. Apartment is great, 
brand new, nicely furnished, but bloody freezing – warmer in Keystone. Finally get air con operating in 
reverse to warm the place up, but we had to wear ear plugs and ignore the draft. Nice touch in a welcome 
pack with all the basic foods we need for breakfast etc, including a bottle of red wine – a mans drink – 
very welcome after that drive. 

21/2/2008 Cyprus  

Woke up Thursday to glorious sunshine and a football pitch sized 
balcony with 2 dinning tables, 16 chairs, gas barbi and fantastic ocean 
views. 

Thursday is penance day, 3 hours in the supermarket with her indoors 
trying to read all the Greek labels – joy of joys. Get free samples of all the 
cheeses but I pass on the olives – yuck. Rest of day- what’s left of it – 
lounge on balcony and have a walk into the local village and back. Mum 
finds yet another supermarket. But apart from the merchandising 
opportunities all very relaxing. 

22/2/2008 Cyprus 

Friday – ready and rearing to go skiing on mount Olympus, but there are a few 
clouds on the horizon so we swap to a trip to Pathos. Finally find the harbour 
and have a Cyprus coffee (never again – I’d rather drink grit or Nescafe) and do 
some people watching – too bloody relaxing. Weather is fantastic by now. Clear 
blue skies and I’m ready to dash back for my shorts. Then some culture, 
Roman ruins at Kato Pathos, world heritage site (another one to cross off the 
list – perhaps Liverpool next). Mosaic floors galore. All very uplifting. Mum can’t 
understand why these Romans got everywhere, a bit like Mosquitoes. 



Then lunch at coral bay beach. Tonight we’ve just been down into the village to the local taverna for a 
Mezza (mixed grill with loads of humus etc, etc ) and of course some house wine. All very good but 
followed by Mum driving, thank god for the wine. 

Amazing the place is full of Brits, yet when it comes to the culture, the Roman site and long walks not a 
one to be heard. Walking tours of Germans, French and even some Eastern Europeans around the 
Roman villas, but no Brits. The Brits are too busy supping Lager by the harbour at 11:00 am. Still never 
mind we’ve given so much culture to the Med. – pubs, Worthington E, fish and chips, football on the big 
screen, daily mirror, bingo; but so far no re-runs of “Only Fools and Horses”.  

Apartment now warm and we’re settled in. So far very impressed with Cyprus; friendly people; clean, 
including toilets – always a good sign. Plenty to see and do. Weather seems good so far and the village 
we are in is well off the beaten track from tourists. Having said that even Pathos was very nice. I suppose 
the only downside is the Mediterranean thing with half finished pavements, I’m sure it’s part of their 
planning laws. Apart from that it is all very British – even sell Heinz baked beans, but I did make Mum put 
them back and buy the cheaper local ones. No TV, other than DVDs – no loss there then. But major crisis 
as there is no Internet. Never mind we’ve plenty of books to read. 

Found an Internet café so you may get this. Tomorrow we go into their national park –needs a 4 wheel 
drive – in search of the Moufflon. Then Monday hopefully I get to go skiing. 

23/2/2008 Cyprus 

Saturday – congratulations to Honey on first tooth, hope it wasn’t too painful. Have dashed to the chemist 
and bought you a toothbrush and toothpaste ready; what about some floss? 

Set off to Akamas pensiula and Aphrodites (apparently some Greek 
nymphomaniac goddess) bathing pool, anyway she wasn’t there so just a 
pool and waterfall. Then went down a coastal walk – Aphrodites (yes her 
again) nature trail in search of the Moufflon. Fantastic coastal walk with clear 
blue / turquoise Mediterranean sea. Hunters were out shooting something, 
maybe it was the Moufflon we never got to see. On the way back we heard 
the sound of Donkey bells and assumed there was a few Donkeys coming in 
our direction. Turned out to be a massive heard of goats – but no Moufflon. 

Avoided getting trampled in the stampede and fortunately none of them attacked us with their horns. 

Then had a drive around some quaint villages and saw a few beaches, several churches (monasteries 
next week) and harbours. 

Amazing all the car parks are free, no greedy little Cornishmen with their hands out. It certainly makes a 
difference in so far as you can keep stopping at interesting places without having to stump up for a 
parking fee. 

Still no Internet. How do these Cypriots cope? 

Hopefully Pizza tonight. 

 24/2/2008 Cyprus 

Sunday – Still no Moufflon! But at least I have found Internet access. 
And yes we did get Pizza at last.  

Mum says it Mothering Sunday today so she’s opened all her cards and 
I’ve rung Grandma on her advice. Lo and behold its next week – she 
really is loosing the plot, it’s an age thing. Anyway at least she gets the 
benefits of the cards for an extra week. 



Lazy day today. Up to the Kamas Peninsula in search of the sea turtles, but wrong time of year for them. 
Walk down some Gorge or other on the way to the last Castle. The roads over here leave a lot to the 
imagination, thankfully we have the 4 wheel drive Suzuki thingy so it should at least take the punishment. 
Gorgeous hot day, Back to apartment and sit on balcony reading the Dawkins book – good so far. 

This evening we watch the 3rd of our DVD’s. Yet more Bo Derek from 1992. So boring makes you want to 
read a book. Only 2 more crap DVD’s to go and then we throw the TV off the balcony. What no East 
Enders! 

25/2/2008 Cyprus 

Monday – early start today, off to Limmosol (not going to bother how you spell 
it as the Cypriots change the spelling by the mile - Lemosul). Well LemonS 
was a bit of a disappointment, typical  large city, more like something from 
Spain – the darker side of Cyprus. The first car park we’ve had to pay for. 
Visited yet more Roman ruins on the way back. Very cheap entrance fee for a 
stunning hilltop site. Well worth the money and no sign of the nymphomaniac 
goddess. However we did visit the nymphomaniac goddess birthplace on the 

way back.  All the infertile / lonely hearts supposedly tie a white cloth onto a 
tree there in hope of pregnancy / meeting the heart throb of their dreams – interestingly though the tree 
had loads of old plastic bags attached. If the nympho was listening what sort of response could you really 
expect. Very picturesque though. 

Still no Moufflon! But at long last we found a card for Honey with a Moufflon (Cypriot Giraffe) on it.  

Must have upset the nympho goddess today, we ended up on the way home, in that place again - reading 
Greek labels. Perhaps a 5 Euro note attached to the tree might save me from further supermarket visits. 
Anyway just exploring a cheap bottle of Cyprus Merlot, going down very well. 

Well tomorrow we set off in a serious search for the Moufflon. Needs the 4 wheel drive to get to the 
Moufflon sanctuary where hopefully we can photograph them  

So far the weather has been great. Today was forecast to be colder and cloudy but turned out beautiful 
blue sky, sunny but a tad windy – still a lot warmer than Colorado. 

We’ve decided what the Cypriots add to World culture other than Nympho goddess (perhaps that’s 
enough), it’s the cement mixer. I kid you not they are everywhere. Every piece of derelict land (there are 
plenty of those around) has one and several of the older houses has several, one in the village has 4. 

Well it’s time for bed now. Wendy is complaining about me having drunk an excellent bottle of the local 
red wine (mans drink) and I need to consider getting up early to shoot the local cockerel before it starts.  

26/2/2008 Cyprus 

Tuesday – Moufflon hunt abandoned. Hot, blue sky day. Visit old town of Pathos. Yet another 
merchandising opportunity. Get hopelessly lost several times.  

Visit Neolithic settlement for lunch – very interesting! Then back to a restful late afternoon on the balcony. 
All very relaxing. 

27/2/2008 Cyprus 

Wednesday – off to the Troudoos mountains. Finally get to see the 
Moufflon, I think – see attached. In fact we nearly ran it over.  

I don’t think we’ll be giving up skiing in the US for mount Olympus. They 
seem to have all of 4 very short lifts (T Bars – haven’t seen them for a 



while) and runs. Runs very similar to Xscape except that its very hot and sunny, like skiing on a slush 
puppy.  

Then off to a monastery, icons, icons, paintings, mosaics and crosses. I think we’ve had our fill for this 
holiday – “God Delusion” in the morning (nearly finished) and monastery all afternoon. Having said that it 
was a very beautiful, tranquil and peaceful place in a fabulous setting. Why are all the virgin Mary 
depictions in Greek Orthodox church with a 5 to 6 year old Jesus on her knee? 

Yet more Germans in the Monastery and hardly any English. What I want to know is where do they all 
sleep? You never encounter them out and about – less than 1% - yet come to a cultural site and they are 
there in there hundreds. 

Whilst it wasn’t far probably 150 miles all told it was a lot of tiring driving on mountain roads, some single 
track and of course Moufflon jumping out at you! All told it was 6 hours driving in a manual Suzuki, not the 
best of gearboxes, bit like stirring a Christmas pudding. Give me an automatic any day especially on 
those roads. 

Anyway meal at Taverna tonight. Anything rather than the DVD’s left in the apartment – at least we’ve 
exhausted the Bo Derek collection. Still only 1 DVD left and then its real desperation for Mum. 


